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Film Description:

This film discusses the importance of soil health, especially its value as an investment in the

future of our land. We visited two farms to discuss how they care for their soil; both share the

struggle of their farms being located on a hill, making soil preservation more challenging.

Transcription:

Speaker 1

Soil, the layer of earth teaming with life that allows our crops to thrive. Soil health is defined by

all the minerals, and microbes, and organic matter in the soil and its ability to hold water and

oxygen to support all forms of life including crops. Modern agricultural practices are a major

cause of soil degradation, so how can farmers manage their land sustainably and preserve this

valuable natural resource for themselves and future generations?

At Villnave Farm, Rick Villnave uses the chisel plow to minimize tillage and soil disturbance

and plants cover crops to prevent soil erosion. This is important, because his farm is situated on a

hill where runoffs are a big issue.

Rick Villnave:

Before we went to chisel plowing we had a lot of erosion with the storms that come over,

because we would get two or three inches at a time in a storm and being on a hill it doesn't take

much to erode to soil.



Speaker 1:

Another way Rick Villnave promotes soil health is through crop diversity and crop rotation. This

is important, because different crops have different nutrient demands.

Rick Villnave:

We make sure that we have a means of blocking that water from running down. A hayfield

actually slows the water down.

Speaker 1:

Another farm we visited in search of soil health practices was Dilmun Hill, which is located on

the Cornell Campus. Dilmun Hill uses practices such as raise beds, high tunnels, and black tarps

on our farm. Unlike Villnave Farm, farmers at Dilmun Hill are students who are eager to adopt

new practices, while Villnave is a more traditional mindset when it comes to farming.

In addition, since Rick Villnave's farm is his source of income he's less likely to implement new

practices, while Dilmun Hill is a student farm for research and experience purposes, so they have

the ability to try newer experimental applications. They use unique cover crops and innovative

practices to manage their soil health. Dilmun Hill grows sunflowers and buckwheat as cover

crops in their lower garden plots. This is a way to keep the ground covered and increased soil

aeration and nitrogen content in the soil when the crops decompose. Cover crops are also used to

prevent soil erosion.

Tomer Poole-Dayan:



Here at Dilmun Hill, we have to deal with a lot of soil contamination. Dilmun Hill used to be an

apple orchard in the 1950s and before. During that time they used lead arsenate as a fungicide.

There's now both lead and arsenic in a lot of our soils. Especially, this whole upper area of the

farm. Not the lower area that we showed you before.

Speaker 1:

Since the soil at Dilmun Hill is contaminated the students grow plants that are not ingested such

as flowers for cutting and plants that grow their fruit high above the ground, such as paw paws

and gooseberries. The reason why the land is still able to be cultivated is because the lead and

arsenic is not absorbed through the roots of the plant and can only be transferred through direct

soil contact of the fruit. In the past, many farmers have neglected to address their soil as an

integral part of their operation and it is currently an issue that is being addressed.

Despite many differences between Villnave Farm and Dilmun Hill Student Organic Farm, both

have placed great emphasis on managing soil health. Both farms have implemented practices to

improve and preserve their soil. These practices include using a chisel plow over a moldboard

plow, incorporating cover crops, and increasing their crop diversity. This map created by the

FAO in the Importance of Soil Organic Matter illustrates the benefits of using cover crops and

how it increases water retention and reduces runoff, which is crucial for land situated on a hill.

The future of farming lies in the sustainable practices of land cultivation and it is our

responsibility to nourish our soil and feed the future crucial agricultural industry.
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